
TOOLING DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION STANDARDS 

 
TOOL DESIGN 

 
Supplier is responsible for cost of design and construction of tool/die to the data provided or changes approved by RVI. 
Dies to be designed and built in US Standard Inch Measurement. (Unified Thread Standard). 
Die build is NOT to be outsourced without written approval from RVI 
Design shall be done on CAD. CAD design shall be provided upon completion and submitted in required format. 
RVI design approval is required before beginning construction. 
Die to be designed and constructed to produce parts within 60% of print tolerance on critical dimensions given by our 
customer and/or RVI and communicated through our SC Drawings which are sent at same time as our Die Info Sheets. 
Tooling must have means of imprinting customer part number when required. Tapered inserts are standard. 
MM 180 is RVI’s standard taper insert size. Also stocked are MM 090 and MM 250. 
All die sections and components to be asymmetrical (non-reversible) 
Designs that utilize slit to width (no pitch notch) must include hard/rigid pitch stop with sensor, at end of tool, not allowing over feed    
conditions. 
If there is a pitch notch, there must also be a pitch stop including a sensor at front pitch stop. There must also be a pin to 
lock the flipper in place at full pitch. Uses a M12 X 1, barrel proximity sensor. 
No air blast for part exit and slug removal, with the exception of purchased slug vacuum when applicable. 
General blanking and trimming to be 10% break and enter lower steels a minimum of .250”. General piercing to be 7% break and must have 
slug retention, whenever possible. Entry must not exceed die life on details where slug retention is present. If material type or thickness dictates 
differently, it must be reviewed and noted during strip and design reviews. 
Pierced holes to be .002” under high limit unless directed otherwise by RVI.
    Windows required in strippers for punch removal whenever possible. 
Front and back stock guides to be doweled with adjustable inserts. 
Jack screw holes are required in all details. Use oversized taps for jack screw holes. 
HYSON (or approved) nitrogen springs required. Stud mounted units are not permitted. When gas springs are connected in 
       a series with a manifold, the pressure of said manifold must be stamped into the die shoe adjacent to the pressure gage. 
Nitrogen cylinders cannot have any preload. 
Use standard, fully-charged gas springs, or they must be plumbed with a manifold. 
All lower pockets must have a drain hole. 
Upper pilots are required and the first pilot shall be mounted directly to the punch holder unless otherwise approved. 
Target entry for pilots is .5 times material thickness, after nitro safety, and must not be excessive. 
    Adequate ejector pins are required throughout the upper die and around pilots for stripping web. No VLIERS or self-contained springs 
allowed. 
Stripper pads and lifters must have balancing pads where needed, and also account for starting and ending strip. 
    All cams and lifters must have a minimum of 2 springs whenever possible, space permitting. 
All strippers and lift rails over 25 lbs. must have balanced tapped holes for lifting. 
Die set to be heeled when forming side thrust is anticipated. 
If excessive thinning is anticipated, Tooling Source must perform adequate Simulation using lowest (Worst Case) material 
composition and Simulation must pass all control limits of simulation including FLD graphs as well general forming 
standards. 
Forming stations to be designed with both punch and die sections inserted for adjustability (flanging and re-strike). 
All form and blank steels requiring coating and or general handling must be less than 50 lbs. whenever feasible. 
Multiple out dies must have a means of part segregation. 
All fasteners to be a minimum size of ¼-20. 
No flat head screws 
Use radial undercut in the areas where trim cuts overlap. 
After strip review, a stamp and bypass sheet and a strip layout, must be sent in PDF format and approved. 
Provide adequate guarding around air cylinders, valves, hoses, exposed springs and lower pads where pinch points exist. 
Anything protruding from the perimeter of the die set must be guarded. 
All steels that rub must be made of different materials. 
All progressive tools must have a well, defined start line. 
Stripper pads need to be a minimum of 1.250” thick. 
Provisions for part exit and end of stock sensors to be designed in with a trough, drain hole, cover or caps to contain wire, running to a     
junction box. 
If thrust is anticipated in a pad, it must be guided, or heeled, by means other than STANDARD LIFTERS. 
Oil breakers must be provided where needed to insure adequate web and part stability are optimum. 

DIE STEELS/PUNCH STEELS 
 

Cutting steels to be D-2 and hardened to RC 56-58. If stock is thicker gage, or high strength, other substrates should be discussed and 
approved by RVI. 
Die trim steels to be a minimum of 1.5” thick. 
All trim steels to have .375” cutting land with 1° taper for slug drop 
All trim and form steels to be double drawn during the heat treat process. 950° for details that will be coated. 
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Each detail must be legibly marked for type of material and detail number. 
Wiping, drawing, and forming steels must be D-2 (min). Other substrates to be considered for High Wear conditions and high strength 
materials. 
Coating is the responsibility of the supplier. The specific steels to be coated and the type of coating selected are to be such 
that the part can be produced successfully and/or for the durability of the tool. This will be determined during the design 
review meeting. In general, all wiping and drawing steels to be coated. 
Any irregular surface must have the angle noted adjacent to the insert or stamped into the section (sine). 
Any punch, pilot, or insert retainer, that is not purchased, shall be hardened. 
All trim punches are to have shear on them and pierce and trim punch heights must be staggered where the die design 
permits. 

DIE SET, PARALLELS & STOP BLOCKS 
 

Punch holder and die shoe to have large tapped holes and RVI style hoist rings mounted on front and back edges (8 total). 
Rings provided by RVI. 
Dies to be painted black with white stenciling. 
Stenciling to be on front and back and include RVI part number, flow direction, operation number if applicable. Total weight on lower and 
upper weight on upper. 
Ball bearing die sets are required for all progressive dies. 
Standard clamping to be 2” high clamping area, on a 2.500” minimum width parallel, to be provided at each end of the die shoe, with a 
1.250” wide, open ended bolt slot, 1.500” long on 6” centers. Some work centers will deviate from standard and will be discussed at strip and 
design review with RVI. 
A 4.500” minimum gap required between parallels for hilo access on tooling less than 5,000 lbs. Max inside width is 28” 
A 8.500” minimum gap required between parallels for hilo access on dies weighing over 5,000 lbs. Maximum overall 
width of extended hilo forks is 30” inside width. 
Slug tunnels to be nominal width, plus .250”, for shaker trays 
Finished part and scrap must not enter common slug tunnel. 
Slug tunnels must be wide enough to rotate slug 360 deg. 
Consult with Tooling Engineer for minimum heights for slug and scrap chutes. 
Information, stamped into the shoe should include,” Property of”, Asset number, Part number, RVI tool number, shut 
height, material pitch, width, and thickness the die was developed too, upper weight and total weight. 
Max single die length of 144”, if tool needs to exceed to max length, it must be built using 2-piece construction, per RVI 
standards. 
Max die weight needs to be reviewed at die design and is plant specific. If weight exceeds plant limits, die will be required to be 2 pc. 
construction. 
All stop blocks must have a lead groove on top surface 0.045” deep by 0.500” wide. And set .005” short of touching upper. Stamp groove for 
a lead reading of .050” 
If first hit scrap needs removed from the die, or if first hit note is required, sample must be painted and mounted on the top 
surface of the lower shoe, in the area that the scrap needs removed. 
Dies must have a means of centering in the press, based on production location. RVI tooling engineer to determine at strip 
review. 
 

PURCHASED COMPONENTS 
 

Shaped buttons must have shaped drop through. 
M2 heavy-duty ball lock punches, with shedders, are required. 
Altered purchased components must be identified on BOM as altered. 
Pads that bottom out, must be identified. 
RVI prefers gas springs over coil springs. Coil springs will need to be approved prior to beginning die build and spring cages will be required 
when pad clearance is less than .500”. 
Maximum standard coil spring compression will be 25% for light duty, 20% for medium duty, and 15% for heavy duty. 
Extra heavy, duty springs are not allowed. 
Shoulder bolts are not allowed. 
Spools to be 1.250” minimum body diameter tapped spools, with hole or flats for holding while removing screw. 

SAMPLING REQUIREMENTS 
 

Prior to tooling due date, supplier is expected to submit 6 master (laid out) parts, layout results on acceptable form and 
tied to a ballooned drawing, and a completed RVI New Tool Check-Off Sheet. 
Pictures of all tooling to be emailed to RVI Tooling Engineer. 5 pictures are required. 1 each; entire tool, lower half opened 
up, top half opened up, close up of “Property of” stamp and asset tag/number and a medium view of asset info showing 
some details of the surrounding area. 
Upon completion of the tool/die the following CAD information must be provided. 
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Data is to be submitted in separate File folders identified with RVI Part Number 

 
All details must have detail number stamped or etched on the steel. If there is a size restriction, the number must be stamped 
on the die set in the area of the detail. 
Trim steel, form steels, stock guides, and anything else deemed perishable, must have a fully detailed drawing supplied in 
PDF format. The drawing must clearly identify screw holes, dowel holes, tapped hole, and any dimensions that are critical to 
the function of the detail. 
Individual 2D files to be submitted in DXF or DWG format- PDF also, if possible 
Individual 3D file must be provided for all Details in STP or IGS format 
Both 2D and 3D files including assembly must be updated when Details are altered for Final Development or Eng. Changes. 
Balloon Drawings are Preferred if design software is capable. 
All individual detail data, 2D & 3D, must have the detail description in the file name. Example Upper form , Trim punch , 
Pad 
Strip design to be provided in 2D and 3D format. 
Individual assembly files of Plan of Die & Punch to be in STP format 
BOM to be in Excel with purchased perishable list highlighted and a column for the description of the detail. 
 

ACCEPTABLE INVOICE & PAYMENT 
 
 
Supplier may invoice Ridgeview upon completion of tooling, submission of acceptable samples, and a satisfactory production trial 
run (PTR). 
RVI reserves the right to debit the Supplier for expense(s) caused by performance, quality, reliability, and/or timing issues 
with the tooling. These expenses may include, but are not limited to, multiple PTR runs, expedited freight, additional 
layout & capability studies, sorting, overtime, etc. 
RVI will return any invoice submitted prior to an appropriate sample submission. 
Invoices shall be paid in full "2nd day-2nd month" from the date of proper invoice, unless otherwise stated on the purchase 
order. 



Addendum A:

This addendum is in addition to the current RVI die

standards and applies to offshore tool build.

China Built Tooling

 Correct and current material card must be used in
simulation.

 English UNC components and machining must be
used. (US inch.)

 Tonnage needs to be measured in US tons, not
metric.



 Critical forms that are to be coated need to be D2 or
Cr12Mo1V1 and double drawn at 950°F (510°C), not
China equivalent.

o See table below for all other steels.
STEEL Chinese material
A36 Q235
CRS 45#
HRS 45#
4140 Cr8MoV
O1GS O1

A2 Cr12MoV
D2 Cr12Mo1V1
S7 S7
A8 5Cr5MoWSI
M2 W6Mo5Cr4V2

Vanadis 4 V4
P20 3Cr2Mo

P20+Ni 3Cr2MoNi
H13 4Cr5MoSiV1
420 2Cr13（stainless）

Bronze H62

 All details must be permanently identified with the
items below.

o Material type.
o Detail number that corresponds to the BOM.

 Dowels must be purchased, not made, and must be
US inch standard diameter and length.



o The length of the dowel should be four times
it’s diameter and be the same diameter of the
fasteners of the detail being dowelled
wherever possible.

o Reamed holes should be half of the length of
the dowel in the bottom of the block that is
being dowelled, and half of the length of the
dowel into the block that it is being dowelled
to. (See A-1 below)

o The reamer drill, (clearance drill for the
reamer), should go all the way through, and
the ream should have a bottom so that the
dowel will seat at half of its length, No blind
dowels. (See A-2 below)

o Standard dowel diameters allowed listed
below.
 ¼” – (only when absolutely necessary.)
 5/16”
 3/8”
 ½”
 5/8”

 No Counterfeit purchased components will be
accepted. IE: gas springs, Standard Lifters, etc.



 All details must be mounted through the die steel
face and tapped into the die shoe or riser, and also
be press accessible where possible, unless approved
by the RVI Tooling Engineer. (See A-3 below)

 Jackscrews must be relieved to ½” from bottom
leaving ½” of threads going through the bottom of
the detail.  Backing plates under the detail need to
have a clearance hole for the jackscrew. (See A-4
below)

 Part edges and holes only need to have a coining
process if agreed upon at design.  RVI Tooling
Engineer must approve coining.

 All details must have a minimum of two fasteners.
 Traveling pilot receivers must be approved at

design review.






